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FOrEwOrd
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi met the President of the European Council, 
Mr. Herman van rompuy, on 14th November 2014 on the sidelines of the g-20 Summit 
in Brisbane, australia. This was in the year when we are celebrating ten years of the 
“Strategic Partnership” among the two largest democracies in the world, India and the 
European Union (EU). 

The India-EU “Strategic Partnership” was launched in 2004 at the 5th India-EU Summit 
in The Hague by Prime Minister Dr. Manmohan Singh, the Dutch Prime Minister  
Dr. Jan Balkenende, who held the rotating Presidency of the European Council, and the 
President of the European Commission, Dr. romano Prodi. 

Earlier, Prime Minister Shri atal Behari vajpayee, Portuguese Prime Minister  
Mr. antonio guterres and the President of the European Commission, Dr. romano Prodi 
held the 1st India-EU Summit in lisbon in 2000.

ambassador g.J. Malik, who as Third Secretary was one of our first diplomats to reach 
Belgium, suggests in his autobiographical work, “a Sikh Diplomat”, that the decision 
to set up a Mission in Brussels was to reciprocate Belgium’s gesture of sending Prince 
Eugene de ligne as the first West European ambassador in Delhi in late 1947 [“not a single 
West European country had an ambassador in New Delhi – the United kingdom had a 
High Commissioner but France and the Netherlands only had Charge d’affaires”].

Be that as it may, the decision to establish the Embassy in Brussels in early 1948 
was a most prescient one as in 1956 the city hosted the International Conference on 
the European Common Market and then become the headquarters of the European 
Economic Community. 

Contacts between India and the European Coal and Steel Community and the European 
Economic Community started soon after the formation of these entities. Indeed, in this 
volume we are happy to reproduce the facsimile of a letter sent by our High Commission 
in london to them as early as 1957. 

In 1962, India became one of the first asian countries to establish diplomatic ties with the 
European Economic Community when ambassador k.B. lall presented his credentials 
to Mr. Walter Hallstein, the first President of the Commission of the European Economic 
Community. Completion of fifty years of diplomatic ties with the European Union was 
another compelling reason to document this rich history. 

Bilateral relations between India and the EU were significantly enhanced and taken 
beyond trade and economic cooperation after the signing of a Cooperation agreement 
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in 1994. The European Parliament constituted a Delegation for relations with India in 
2007. Today, the European Union is India’s largest trading partner and one of the largest 
sources of Foreign Direct Investment in India. India is among the EU’s ten largest trading 
partners and Indian corporates are increasingly investing in Europe. 

This publication is not the official history of India’s relations with the European Union, 
starting with the establishment of the Embassy in Brussels, but a tracing of the legacy 
of the Strategic Partnership. It seeks to showcase the significant events of history 
pertaining to India’s vibrant relations with the EU through graphics in the form of rarest 
of photographs to texts of key documents pledging bilateral cooperation. The book, 
in particular, presents snapshots of high-level visits from India to Brussels and of our 
leaders and ambassadors who have made outstanding contributions to our partnership 
with the EU over the years. 

For me the imperative to bring out this publication also has a strong personal 
connection. 

My father, Shri S.S. Puri, had served as ambassador of India to Belgium, luxembourg 
and the EEC in the early 1980s. My following in his footsteps would make the Embassy 
name-board doubly singular. It already had a unique feature - ambassador k.B. lall’s 
name being noted twice. 

Moreover, Namrita, my wife, recalled a piece in the EaSa annual by Ms. laila Tyabji on 
the setting up the Embassy in Brussels in 1948 by her father, ambassador Badruddin 
Tyabji, while the Embassy’s name-board began with ambassador k.k. Chettur’s arrival 
in 1954. This added hugely to my quest for the history of the Brussels Mission. 

My children, Nooria and Sukrit, enthusiastically joined me in the excitement of working 
on this publication and are the source of many of the ideas that have gone into its 
making. 

I would like to thank all those who were involved in this project, especially:

Ms. laila Tyabji, for confirming that it all began in 1948, and for permission to  ~

reproduce extracts from her father’s autobiography, “Memoirs of an Egoist” 

National archives of India, including Joint Secretary and Director general  ~

Shri v. Srinivas, and assistant Director Shri Tassadque Hussain

Photo Division of the government of India – the archives on its website are an  ~

incredible source for landmark photographs – especially Shri asish Maitra

MEa archives - Joint Secretary Neena Malhotra ~

The archives of the European Union and, in particular, Mr. Hatto kaefer, Chief of  ~

the Unit and Ms. Jocelyne Collonval, archivist

The audio-visual archives of the European Union – an amazing resource which  ~

has photographs of all ambassadors who have been accredited to the EU and 
from high level meetings

The websites of the European Union that contain all important documents and  ~

speeches

officials of the EEaS, in particular Ms. Maria Castillo-Fernandez and   ~

Mr. Peter Nagy, and the EU Mission in Delhi who helped locate photos and 
contacts of EU Heads of Mission

Head of the EU Mission in Delhi and so many of the former Heads of the EU’s  ~

Delhi Mission who sent us photographs of their presenting credentials
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Mr. alexandero Spachis, former EU Head of Mission in Nepal, who had also  ~

served in the EU Mission in Delhi

ambassador P.M.S. Malik and Mr. kiran Malik (Uk) ~

ambassador Shivshankar Menon ~

Shri ramu Damodaran, Mrs. Myna Menon and Mr. vijay raghavan (New York) ~

Shri a.S. Bhasin, MEa historian ~

Joint Secretary (XP) Shri S. akbaruddin and Director (XP) Shri Biswadip Dey ~

Shri E.P. Teki, Consultant, PD Division, MEa – without his stepping in, it would  ~

not have been possible for us to complete this book

Macro graphics Pvt. ltd. and its team members Shri Jeevan Singh adhikari  ~

and Shri khemchandra Sahu, who did all the design and art work for the 
Coffeetable Book

and, above all, my colleagues in the Mission for their enthusiastic participation  ~

and immense contribution without which the publication would not have been 
possible 

Deputy Chief of Mission renu Sharma  �

Counsellor Pooja kapur, Counsellor ankan Banerjee, First Secretary   �

Dr. Praphullachandra Sharma, Second Secretary Soumya C. 

My Personal Secretaries Shri rohit Babbar and Shri k. Chakrapani �

assistants Shri Manish kumar and Shri amar Nath Sharma �

our long serving local staff with their uncanny ability to recall momentous  �

events, Ms. gerda Smaers, Mr. k. Parthasarthy, Mr. r.S. Dhillon,  
Mr. Devender Babbar, Mr. k.S. gyani, Mr. Satnam Singh and Mr. azmat 
Syed Maqbool. Special mention needs to be made of Ms. Daniela godinho, 
who painstakingly gathered much of the material and put it all together. 

Manjeev Singh Puri
November 17, 2014  ambassador of India, Brussels
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Facsimile Courtesy: National Archives of India

BRUSSElS
Beginning in 
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Facsimile Courtesy: National Archives of India
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BRUSSElS
Beginning in 

Facsimile Courtesy: National Archives of India
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ambassador BaDrUDDIN TYaBJI and his spouse, 
SMT. SUraYYa, at the wedding of the daughter of the first 
Belgian ambassador in Delhi, PrINCE EUgENE DE lIgNE,  
at Chauteau Beloeil, 1949
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“I took the Humber saloon car along with me on the same ship on which I sailed for ostend. 
There I was met by gUNWaNT SINgH JaSWaNT SINgH MalIk, the Third Secretary of the 
Embassy, who had brought a chauffeur along to drive us in the new car to Brussels.”

Memoirs of an Egoist” by ambassador BaDrUDDIN TYaBJI




111 Boulevard St. Michel nowadays

BRUSSElS
Beginning in 

“In the course of my duties as India’s representative on the Iara (Inter allied reparation agency, 
headquarters of this organization was in Brussels), I paid a couple of visits to germany. In Berlin, the 
head of our military mission was khub Chand, a member of the UP cadre of the ICS. khub Chand 
had been given the honorary rank of Major general in his capacity as head of the Indian military 
mission in Berlin.” [ambassador Tyabji on his other duties in Brussels]

Photo Courtesy: Mr. Kiran Malik. It shows Third Secretary Gunwant Malik at his desk in Brussels



“I thought I was fortunate in having in the de lignes, the local rep resentatives of the country to which I was being 
accredited, persons of refinement and a great deal of experience. But their ideas of what an Embassy should be 
were extremely old-fashioned. I was therefore led on by them to negotiate for the renting of a large mid-nineteenth 
century mansion in Brussels for our Embassy there. The house we had taken, 111 Boule vard St Michel, belonged 
to lady Phipps, widow of a former British ambassador. She was, I think, of russian origin but had lived in 
Brussels for many years. after an uncomfortable few months stay at 111 Boulevard St Mi chel, we were lucky to 
find two small houses (within ten minutes walk of each other) on the newly constructed and fashionable avenue 
Franklin roosevelt. one of them we took for our residence and made the other our Chancery.” 

[From “Memoirs of an Egoist” by ambassador Badruddin Tyabji]
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Facsmile Courtesy: Archives of the Ministry of External Affairs

ShrI N. raghavaN was the first ambassador of India in Brussels. his 
credentials were obtained from rashtrapati ji in July 1950.

BRUSSElS
Beginning in 
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Facsmile Courtesy: Archives of the Ministry of External Affairs

“Ministry of External affairs (PT Division)

letter of Credence in favour of Shri N. raghavan, at present our ambassador to Czechoslovakia, 
who has been nominated as our ambassador to Belgium, is enclosed for favour of the President’s 
signature and affixation of his red seal.

The seal may also kindly be affixed on the flap of the envelope enclosed and the document returned 
to this Ministry as soon as possible.

B. K. Kapur
Joint Secretary

27-06-1950”
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ShrI N. rAGhAvAN, Ambassador of India, shaking 
hands with the President of the Swiss Confederation, 
Mr. E. von Steiger, on the occasion of the presentation 
of Credentials at a ceremony held in Berne. 

July, 1951.

Courtesy: Photo Division, Government of India

Shri N. raghavan was followed as ambassador in Brussels by Shri P.a. Menon [1951-1953], Shri k.k. Chettur 
[1954-1956], Shri B.N. kaul [1956-1958] and Dr. M.a. rauf [1958-1961].

In 1962 Dr. k.B. lall took over as ambassador. He was the first to also be accredited to the European 
Community.
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AMBASSADor P.A. MENoN, being escorted by aide d’camp of h.M. 
the King, from the Indian Embassy at 62 Av Franklin roosevelt when he 
presented his Credentials to the King of the Belgians at the royal Palace.

october 1961

Courtesy: Photo Division, Government of India
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ShrI P.A. MENoN, presented Credentials as Envoy Extraordinary and 
Minister Plenipotentiary of India to Luxembourg, at a ceremony held at the 
Palace of the Grand Duchess of Luxembourg, in october, 1951. Photograph 
shows ShrI P.A. MENoN chatting with Mr. P. DuPoNG, Prime Minister of 
Luxembourg, after the ceremony of presentation of Credentials.

Courtesy: Photo Division, Government of India
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ShrI P.A. MENoN, Ambassador of India to Belgium, 
shaking hands with M. vAN houTTE, Prime Minister 
of Belgium at a reception held by him in Brussels to 
celebrate Indian Independence Day, 1952

ShrI P.A. MENoN, Ambassador of India to 
Belgium being driven to the royal Palace in 

Brussels for presentation of Credentials to 
h.M. King Baudouin, october, 1951.

Photos courtesy: Photo Division, 
Government of India
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BRUSSElS
Beginning in 

Photos of ambassadors chETTur, kauL and rauF  
in previous assignments

Dr. M.A. rAuF, Ambassador of India to Burma and Mr. u. KyAw MyINT, 
Minister of Burma signing Trade agreement in rangoon on october 1954

Courtesy: Photo Division, Government of India
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ShrI K.K. ChETTur, Ambassador of India to Japan shaking 
hands with Mr. KATuSo oKAzAKI, Japanese Foreign 
Minister, after signing the Indo-Japanese Treaty of Peace  
in Tokyo.

June 1952

Courtesy: Photo Division, Government of India

ShrI B.N. KAuL, Joint Secretary, Cabinet Secretariat, 
being presented to Dr. rAJENDrA PrASAD, President 
of the republic of India, at a tea party held at Govt. house

June 1950

Courtesy: Photo Division, Government of India
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INdIa commences relations with the EurOPEaN 
cOMMuNITY

Facsimile Courtesy: Archives of the European Commission

letter from High Commission of India, london to European Coal and Steel 
authority dated May 24, 1957
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Facsimile Courtesy: Archives of the European Commission

Translation
“4 September 1961

london (aFP),

The government of India has 
decided to transfer to Brussels, 
Headquarters of the Institutions 
of the Common Market, the post 
of general Commissioner for 
Economic affairs in Europe which 
was, until now, based in london.

This decision has been taken due 
to the increasing interest of India in 
the Common Market subsequent 
to the Uk request for accession. 

The present general 
Commissioner for Economic 
affairs in Europe is Mr. M.T. 
Swaminathan who will soon finish 
his term. His successor will start 
functions in Brussels.

The Indian Diplomatic Service has 
had two general Commissioners 
for Economic affairs: the one 
in london – which will be 
transferred to Brussels – and the 
one in Washington, created to 
promote american investments 
in India, and which has just been 
extinguished with India’s third 
quadrennial plan coming into 
force.”
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European commission 
President Mr. waLTEr haLLSTEIN visits India in april 1963
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Photos show Mr. WallSTEIN in New Delhi with home Minister 
SHrI gUlzarIlal NaNDa and Finance Minister SHrI MorarJI DESaI

Courtesy: Photo Division, Government of India
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Facsimile Courtesy: Archives of the European Commission

lANDMARKS

Prime Minister ShrI MOrarJI dESaI visits EurOPEaN 
cOMMISSION in May 1978
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Prime Minister SHrI MorarJI DESaI and the President of the 
Commission of the European Economic Community, Mr. roY JENkINS.

June 5, 1978

Courtesy: Photo Division, Government of India
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lANDMARKS

European commission President 
Mr. gaSTON ThOrN visits India in October 1982
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Mr. gaSToN THorN on his arrival being received by Minister 
of External Affairs, SHrI P. v. NaraSIMHa rao, Secretary, MEA 
SHrI ErIC goNSalvES, who later served as Ambassador in Brussels, and 
SHrI MoHaMMaD HaMID aNSarI, now the hon’ble vice-President of India, 
who was then Chief of Protocol and who had also earlier served in Brussels. 

october 31, 1982
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 Prime Minister SMT. INDIra gaNDHI 
and the President of the European 
Commission, Mr. gaSToN THorN 
November 1, 1982
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 Mr. gaSToN THorN and the Minister of External Affairs, 
SHrI P.v. NaraSIMHa rao.

November 1, 1982
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ExcErPT from the cooperation agreement between 
INdIa and ThE EurOPEaN uNION, 1994

3 l. 22.3/24 official Journal of The European Communities 27. 8. 94

COOPERATION AGREEMENT

Between the European Community and the Republic of India on Partnership 
and Development

THE CoUNCIl oF THE EUroPEaN UNIoN, 

on the one part,

THE govErNMENT oF INDIa, 

on the other part,

CoNSIDErINg the excellent relations and traditional links of friendship between the European 
Com munity and its Member States, hereinafter referred to as ‘the Community’, and the republic 
of India, here inafter referred to as ‘India’;

rECogNIzINg the importance of strengthening the links and enhancing the partnership between 
the Community and India;

HavINg rEgarD to the foundations for close cooperation between India and the Community 
laid by the first agreement between India and the Community signed on 17 December 1973 and 
later developed by the agreement for Commercial and Economic Cooperation signed on 23 June 
1981;

NoTINg with satisfaction the achievements resulting from these agreements;

rEaFFIrMINg the importance they attach to the principles of the United Nations Charter and the 
respect of democratic principles and human rights;

INSPIrED by their common will to consolidate, deepen and diversify their relations in areas of 
mutual-interest on the basis of equality, non-discrimination and mutual benefit;

rECogNIzINg the positive consequences of the process of economic reforms for modernization 
of the economy undertaking in India for enhancing commercial and economic relations between 
India and the Community;

DESIroUS of creating favourable conditions for a substantial development and diversification of 
trade and industry between the Community and India, within the framework of the more dynamic 
relationship which both India and the Community desire, which will further, in their mutual interest 
and consistently with their developmental needs, investment flows, commercial and economic 
cooperation in areas of mutual interest including science and technology, and foster cultural 
cooperation;

HavINg rEgarD To the need to support Indian efforts for economic development especially 
improving the living conditions of the poor;
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CoNSIDErINg the importance attached by the Community and India to the protection of the 
environ ment on a global and on a local level and to the sustainable use of natural resources and 
recognizing the Unkage between the environment and development;

TakINg INTo aCCoUNT their membership of the general agreement on Tariffs and Trade (gaTT), 
the importance of its principles and of the need to uphold and reinforce the rules which promote 
free and unhindered trade in a stable, transparent and non-discriminatory manner;

BElIEvINg that relations between them have developed beyond the scope of the agreement 
concluded in 1981;

HavE DECIDED, as Contracting Parties, to conclude this agreement and to this end have 
designated as their plenipotentiaries:

27. 8. 94 official Journal of the European Communities No l 223/25

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION: 

Willy ClaES,

Minister for External relations of the kingdom of Belgium,  
President-in-office of the Council of the European Union,

Manuel MarIN,

Member of the Commission of the European Communities,

THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA:

Pranab MUkHErJEE,  
Minister for Trade,

WHo, having exchanged their full powers, found in good and due form,

HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS:

Article 1 

Basis and objectives

1.  respect for human rights and democratic principles is the basis for the cooperation between 
the Contracting Parties and for the provisions of this agreement, and it constitutes an essential 
element of the agreement.

2.  The principal objective of this agreement is to enhance and develop, through dialogue and 
partnership, the various aspects of cooperation between the Contracting Parties in order to 
achieve a closer and upgraded relationship.
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This cooperation will focus in particular on:

Further development and diversification of trade and investment in their mutual interest,  ~

taking into account their respective economic situations;

 Facilitation of better mutual understanding and strengthening of ties between the two  ~

regions in respect of technical, economic and cultural matters;

 Building up of India’s economic capability to interact more effectively with the  ~

Community;

 acceleration of the pace of India’s economic development, supporting India’s efforts in  ~

building up its economic capabilities, by way of provision of resources and technical 
assistance by the Community within the framework of its cooperation policies and 
regulations, in particular to improve the living conditions of the poorer sections of the 
population;

Development in their mutual interest of existing and new forms of economic cooperation  ~

directed at promoting and facilitating exchanges and connections between their 
business communities, taking into account the implementation of Indian economic 
reforms and opportunities for the creation of a suitable environment for investment;

 Support of environmental protection and sustainable management of natural resources. ~

3.  The Contracting Parties acknowledge the value in the light of the objectives of this agreement of 
consulting each other on international, economic and commercial issues of mutual interest.

Article 2

Most-favoured-nation treatment

The Community and India shall grant each other most-favoured-nation treatment in their trade in 
accordance with the provisions of the general agreement on Tariffs and Trade.
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visit of hon’ble President dr. a.P.J. aBduL kaLaM to the 
EurOPEaN ParLIaMENT in Strasbourg on July 24, 2007

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission

lANDMARKS
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SHrI MoHaMMaD H. aNSarI, hon’ble vice President of India with 
the President of the European Council, Mr. HErMaN vaN roMPUY, 
HM kINg alBErT II of the Belgians, Prime Minister of Belgium  
Mr. YvES lETErME and President of the European Commission  
Mr. JoSE MaNUEl BarroSo at the meeting

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission

aSEM, Brussels, October 4, 2010
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EurOPaLIa-INdIa FESTIvaL, October 2013  - January 2014

lANDMARKS
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hon’ble President  
Shri PraNaB MUkHErJEE  
being received by kINg PHIlIPPE and 
QUEEN MaTHIlDE of the Belgians at 
the inauguration of the Europalia-India 
Festival, Brussels, october 4, 2013

Courtesy: Mr. Didier vandenbosch
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President of the European Commission, Mr. JoSé MaNUEl 
BarroSo speaking at the opening of the Indomania 
Exhibition, Europalia-India Festival, october 15, 2013

Courtesy: Ms. Daniela Godinho
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Mr. HErMaN vaN roMPUY, President of the European 
Council at the opening of the Europalia-India Festival,  
october 4, 2013

Courtesy: Mr. Didier vandenbosch
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Embassy of India and Europalia-India Teams 
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Ambassador MaNJEEv SINgH PUrI, BaroN 
PHIlIPPE vlErICk, President of the Belgo-
India Chamber of Commerce and Industry and 
Belgian Commissioner-General for Europalia-
India and MS. krISTINE DE MUlDEr,  
Director of Europalia with their respective teams

Embassy of India, Brussels - January 21, 2014
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1st India-EU Summit, lisbon, 28 June, 2000

INDIA-EU SUMMItS
and Ten Years of 
sTraTegic ParTnershiP
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Prime Minister SHrI aTal BEHarI vaJPaYEE and  
Portuguese Prime Minister Mr. aNTóNIo gUTErrES

Courtesy: Centre for European Information Jacques Delors, Lisbon
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INDIA-EU SUMMItS
and Ten Years of 
sTraTegic ParTnershiP

Excerpt from the Joint Declaration of the  
1st India-EU Summit

The first Summit between the EU and India was held in lisbon, Portugal on 28th June 2000. The EU 
was represented by the Prime Minister of Portugal antonio gUTErrES in his capacity as President of 
the European Council assisted by the Secretary general/High representative for Common Foreign and 
Security Policy Javier SolaNa, and the President of the European Commission romano ProDI. India was 
represented by Prime Minister Shri atal Behari vaJPaYEE. 

The Portuguese Ministers Jaime gaMa (Foreign affairs) and José Mariano gago (Science and Technology) 
and vitor raMalHo (deputy Minister for Economy), the European Commissioners Christopher PaTTEN 
(External relations), Pascal laMY (Trade) and Philippe BUSQUIN (research), as well as the Indian Ministers 
Jaswant SINgH (External affairs), Yashwant SINHa (Finance), Murasoli MaraN (Commerce and Industry) 
and Pramod MaHaJaN (Information and Technology) also participated in the Summit. 

The Summit agreed on the following Declaration 

on this historic occasion, we resolve that in the 21st century the EU and India shall build a new strategic 
partnership founded on shared values and aspirations characterised by enhanced and multi-faceted co-
operation. 

We, based on the shared universal values of democracy and the respect for human rights, rule of law and 
fundamental freedoms, stress our commitment to promote socio-economic development and prosperity, 
as well as international peace, stability and security. We also derive strength from our traditions of diversity, 
plurality and tolerance. 

We are convinced that the process of economic reform and liberalisation in India leading to enhanced 
and sustained growth on the one hand, and gradual integration and enlargement of the EU on the other, 
provide us with an excellent opportunity to launch a new phase of constructive and mutually beneficial 
partnership. 

We reaffirm our commitment to the strengthening and deepening of our consultations and enhancing our 
co-ordination on bilateral, regional and multilateral issues of common concern

EU-India Partnership in the 21st Century 

1. We believe that the EU and India must rise to the occasion to work together towards a world in which 
the aspirations of our people can be fulfilled. To this end, we re-affirm our commitment to democracy, 
the respect of human rights and fundamental freedoms as well as the promotion of peace, stability and 
security, and the encouragement of socio-economic development and prosperity. 

2. Based on our common shared values we recognise the need to build a coalition of interests in order to 
meet the challenges of the 21st century. The EU and India are important partners in the shaping of the 
emerging multipolar world. 

3. It is in this context that we resolve to enhance our political dialogue, to promote mutual understanding 
and to improve co-ordination on political and economic issues of bilateral, regional and multilateral 
dimensions. 
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2nd India-EU Summit,  
New Delhi, 23 November, 2001

President of the European Commission, Mr. roMaNo ProDI,  
Prime Minister SHrI aTal BEHarI vaJPaYEE and Prime Minister of 
Belgium gUY vErHoFSTaDT.

Courtesy: Delegation of the European union to India
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3rd India-EU Summit, 
Copenhagen, 10 october, 2002

Prime Minister SHrI aTal BEHarI vaJPaYEE being received by 
Prime Minister of Denmark Mr. aNDErS FogH raSMUSSEN

Courtesy: Press Information Bureau, Government of India
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4th India-EU Summit,  
New Delhi, 29 November, 2003

5th India-EU Summit,  
The Hague, 8 November, 2004



Prime Minister SHrI aTal BEHarI vaJPaYEE 
with European Commission President  
Mr. roMaNo ProDI and European union high 
representative Mr. JavIEr SolaNa

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European 
Commission

Prime Minister, Dr. MaNMoHaN SINgH with Dutch Prime 
Minister, Dr. J.P. BalkENEDE, and Dutch Foreign Minister 
Dr. BEN BoT

Courtesy: Embassy of India, The hague
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Excerpt from the India-EU Strategic Partnership Communication 
presented at the 5th lndia-EU Summit

1. INTRODUCTION

India is changing, dramatically and fast. Its democracy is healthier and more vibrant than ever, as 
the recent general elections demonstrated. India is increasingly engaging with other players on the 
world stage and has made great progress in foreign and domestic policy issues.

In recent years, the relationship with the European Union (EU) has developed exponentially in 
terms of shared vision, goals, and challenges. This Communication identifies the challenges, 
opportunities and expectations for international, economic and development policies between 
the EU and India. It suggests areas for future strategic co-operation and a streamlining of 
the institutional architecture. The full analysis and the detail of proposals contained in this 
Communication are set out in the attached Commission Services document.

1.1. India today: the state of play

India is an increasingly important international player and regional power. It has considerably 
strengthened relationships with the US, China and aSEaN. Its huge size and economic and military 
clout make it the major power in South asia. Peace talks with Pakistan will, if successful, bring 
enormous benefit to the whole region. India’s economic growth has also been impressive, and the 
economy has benefited greatly from market-oriented and open policies. But these benefits have 
not been spread evenly amongst its citizens - the large majority of the population still live on less 
than $2 a day and some regions have sped ahead of others, India is also a country of great ethnic, 
religious and cultural diversity.

relations with the EU have strengthened since the first EU-India Summit in lisbon in 2000, with 
ever more meetings at all levels — including business and civil society - and extensive dialogue 
and cooperation on political, geo-political and multilateral issues, economic and trade questions.

2. A STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP: ANALYSIS AND PROPOSALS

The EU and India already enjoy a close relationship, based on shared values and mutual respect. a 
new strategy should be guided by the following objectives: to promote peace, stability, democracy, 
human rights, the rule of law and good governance, inter alia by fighting terrorism and illicit 
trafficking; to co-operate on fighting poverty, inequality and social exclusion, and on sustainable 
development, environment protection, and climate change; and to enhance economic interaction 
and secure a strengthened international economic order.

2.1. Improving International Cooperation

2.1.1. Multilateralism

Since the EU and India are increasingly seen as forces for global stability, the focus of relations 
has shifted from trade to wider political issues. Both are supporters of the multilateral system and 
already cooperate effectively in the UN and other fora. This should be reinforced by a strategic 
alliance for the promotion of an effective multilateral approach.

INDIA-EU SUMMItS
and Ten Years of 
sTraTegic ParTnershiP
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The EU and India should co-ordinate and harmonise positions in the preparation, negotiation and 
implementation of major multilateral conventions and conferences (on security, trade, environment, 
development and human rights) and facilitate bridge building with other United Nations (UN) 
members.

The EU and India should also hold continuous dialogue on organisational and institutional 
restructuring and reform of the United Nations, in particular as regards the UN High-level Panel 
on Threats, Challenges and Change and on the implementation of its likely outcome. Work should 
be reinforced to promote effective multilateralism, especially on implementation of international 
obligations and commitments and the strengthening of global governance.

2.1.2. Conflict prevention and post-conflict reconstruction

India is an important partner in conflict prevention and post-conflict reconstruction. The EU should 
therefore explore means of formalising regular cooperation and further engaging India in this 
area.

Discussions between senior officials should develop specific initiatives in the following areas: 
training for the civilian components of peace-keeping missions; seminars and other activities 
designed to facilitate conflict prevention or post-conflict management; joint support of UN conflict 
prevention and peace-building efforts, including as regards improved analytical capacities, 
comprehensive preventive strategies and greater co-operation between EU and Indian components 
of UN peacekeeping missions.

Consultation should take place before major UN debates on peacekeeping, conflict management 
and in the preparation of major peace conferences. The EU and India could also co-sponsor a UN 
conference on conflict prevention, peace-building and post-conflict management. It would also be 
worth initiating a dialogue on the contribution of regional integration to conflict prevention.

2.1.3. Non-Proliferation of weapons of mass destruction

We should seek to increase cooperation on the non-proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, 
where die EU and India have very similar positions. This could include expert meetings to reinforce 
the consistency and effectiveness of export control measures, in particular for dual use goods. 
Political dialogue on non-proliferation should also be reinforced.

2.1.4. The fight against terrorism and organised crime

The EU should cooperate more concretely with India in the fight against terrorism and organised 
crime, including in UN fora. The Council could reflect on including India in its list of ‘priority 
countries’ for a ‘strategic cooperation agreement’ with Europol. The EU should also increase 
technical cooperation, through experts meetings and exchange of information and expertise in 
security-related areas such as money laundering, drug trafficking and chemical presursors. a 
dialogue should be initiated on document security, civil aviation and maritime security.

Courtesy: European union archives
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6th India-EU Summit,  
New Delhi, 07 September, 2005

Prime Minister Dr. MaNMoHaN SINgH with uK Prime Minister  
Mr. ToNY BlaIr and President of the European Commission,  
Mr. JoSé MaNUEl BarroSo

Courtesy: European External Action Service
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8th India-EU Summit,  
New Delhi, 30 November, 2007

7th India-EU Summit,  
Helsinki, 13 September, 2006

Prime Minister Dr. MaNMoHaN SINgH with Prime Minister of Finland, Mr. MaTTI vaNHaNEN, 
European Commission President Mr. JoSé MaNUEl BarroSo, and European union high 
representative Mr. JavIEr SolaNa

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission

Prime Minister Dr. MaNMoHaN SINgH with Portuguese Prime 
Minister Mr. JoSé SoCraTES, and President of the European 
Commission Mr. JoSé MaNUEl BarroSo

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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9th India-EU Summit,  
Marseille, 29 September, 2008

Prime Minister Dr. MaNMoHaN SINgH, President of France 
Mr. NIColaS SarkozY and European Commission President 
Mr. JoSé MaNUEl BarroSo

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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10th India-EU Summit,  
New Delhi, 6 September, 2009

Prime Minister Dr. MaNMoHaN SINgH, Prime Minister of Sweden  
Mr. FrEDrIk rEINFElDT, President of the European Commission  
Mr. JoSé MaNUEl BarroSo, External relations Commissioner  
MS. BENITa FErrEro-WalDNEr and Dr. aNIl kakoDkar, 
Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission of India 

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission

11th India-EU Summit,  
Brussels, 10 December, 2010

Prime Minister  
Dr. MaNMoHaN SINgH  
with President of the 
European Council 
Mr. HErMaN vaN 
roMPUY, and President of 
the European Commission  
Mr. JoSé MaNUEl 
BarroSo.

Courtesy: Audio-visual 
Archives of the European 
Commission
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12th India-EU Summit,  
New Delhi, 10 February, 2012

hon’ble President SMT. PraTIBHa DEvISINgH PaTIl receives 
President of the European Council, Mr. HErMaN vaN roMPUY 
and President of the European Commission,  
Mr. JoSé MaNUEl BarroSo for a call. 

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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Prime Minister Dr. MaNMoHaN SINgH with President of the 
European Council, Mr. HErMaN vaN roMPUY, and President 
of the European Commission, Mr. JoSé MaNUEl BarroSo

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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Facsimile Courtesy: National Archives of India
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Facsimile Courtesy: National Archives of India
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fifTY Years of 

Ambassador krISHEN BEHarI lall, presenting his Credentials 
to Mr. WalTEr HallSTEIN, President of the Commission of the 
European Economic Community, March 2, 1962

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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Mr. President, it gives me great pleasure to have the privilege of presenting to you letters from His 
Excellency Shri Jawaharlal Nehru, the Minister of External affairs of India, accrediting me as the 
head of the Indian Mission to the European Economic Community.

The presentation of these credentials marks the establishment of formal diplomatic relations 
between the Community and the government of India. This seems to us an event of some 
importance because it is the first time that relations of this character are being established between 
the Community and a developing country in asia.

The people and the government of India have been greatly impressed by the progress which the 
member countries of the Community have made since the Community come into being Yours is a 
splendid example of what can be achieved in partnership and co-operation.

We in India have been striving, over past years, to achieve, through democratic processes and 
by the increasing application of science and technology, an adequate rate of all round balanced 
growth so as to improve the living and working conditions of our people and provide new 
opportunities for social and economic progress. In this endeavour we have received valuable aid 
and assistance in diverse ways from some of the member states of the Community: financial 
accommodation, technical collaboration and increasing supplies of investment goods have made 
a significant contribution to our industrial growth and to the diversification of the Indian economy. 
The investment programme and the targets of production envisaged in our Third Five Year Plan 
and the broadening requirements of our economy in subsequent years -will demand of our people 
even greater efforts than before and will provide wider opportunities for closer economic relations 
between the Community and my country.

We have naturally watched with interest the role played by the Community in strengthening the 
economy of its member states and fostering their capacity to contribute to economic expansion 
and social progress both at home and abroad. The establishment of diplomatic relations between 
India and the Community is an indication of the growing awareness of the possibilities which the 
progress of the Community holds out not only for the prosperity of its own peoples but also for the 
expansion of international trade, and for the acceleration of economic growth and social progress 
in developing economies.

My government is fully aware of the sympathetic interest which you, Mr. President, and the 
members of your Commission have in the problems of development not only in Europe and africa 
but also in other parts of the world including asia. You, Mr. President, have, on several occasions, 
emphasised that to help foster sustained growth in developing countries, the member states of 
the Community will need to provide then not only credit and technical assistance but also growing 
outlets for the raw materials and processed goods which these countries can export. Now that 
the member states of the community are moving towards a common commercial policy, we have 
every hope that the perspective in which you view these problems will facilitate adjustments and 
adaptations directed towards securing continuing expansion in trade exchanges between the 
Community and developing countries including India.

Speech of Ambassador K. B. Lall at the Presentation of his 
Credentials to the President of the E.E.C., Mr. Walter Hallstein 
on March 2, 1962
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It is a matter of concern to my government that, at present, the composition and magnitude of 
Indian exports to the Community neither reflect recent developments in our productive capacity 
nor satisfy, to the extent they could, the growing demand for industrial and consumer goods 
within the member states. It will be the earnest endeavour of my mission to seek access for Indian 
products to the Community on a widening basis so as to facilitate increasing inter-change of 
goods and services between member states of the Community and India.

With the current negotiations for the entry of the United kingdom into the Community, your concern 
with our problems, Mr. Presidents will have inevitably increased. In this connection, I venture to 
invite your attention to the pattern of economic relations which have grown, over a period of 
time, between India, on the one hand and members of the commonwealth, more particularly the 
United kingdom, on the other. The foreign exchange earned by the export of Indian products to 
the markets of the Commonwealth and the facilities which India enjoys for promoting the sale of 
its new manufactures in the United kingdom constitute a vital resource for the country’s economic 
progress. The apprehension that the enlargement of the Community may restrict rather than enlarge 
outlets for exports from developing countries, needs to be removed. The government of India trust 
that while searching for solutions to protect the interests of Commonwealth countries, it will be 
possible for the Commission to direct its thoughts towards concerting a purposeful programme 
which will convince millions of people struggling to devise means for a better life and to make their 
contribution to the expansion of international exchanges that their efforts will receive a powerful 
stimulus from the new arrangements which are being forged in Europa.

I take this opportunity to as sure you, Mr. President, that it will be the earnest endeavour of my 
Mission to explore with the Community and its member states ways and means of expanding 
economic activities and developing closer and mutually fruitful relations between the Community 
and my country.

Courtesy: Archives of the European Commission
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Address made by President Mr. Hallstein on the occasion of the 
presentation of the Credentials by Ambassador K. B. Lall on 
March 2, 1962

I/1985/62-F

address **** made by President HallSTEIN on the occasion of the pre sentation of his letters of 
credence by His Excellency ambassador krishen Behari lall, Head of the Indian Mission to the 
European Econo mic Community. -2 Mar 1962

Mr. ambassador,

 It is with very special pleasure that I receive from your hands the letters by which your 
government accredits you as Head of the Indian Mission to the European Economic Community.

 The need for closer contacts between India and the Commu nity made itself felt some time 
ago. There had previously been exchanges of views between the staff of the Commission and 
officials of your government both in Brussels and in New Delhi. on several occa sions, one of 
them quite recent, your government’s Embassy to His Ma jesty the king of the Belgians has 
been kind enough to provide an op portunity for conversations on subjects of common interest 
to the Community and to India.

 It is obvious that the gradual establishment of the European Economic Community and the 
important negotiations at present going on with great Britain will make it even more advisable for 
us to be able to engage in rapid discussions on matters of importance, and I look forward to their 
being fruitful.

 It is the privilege and the heavy responsibility of your government, Mr. ambassador, to guide 
the destinies of a great country, a great people. Your country is today in the midst of a fascinating 
experiment. It wishes to prove to the world that prosperity is a goal which can be reached without 
failing to maintain respect for human values. To break through the vicious circle of poverty you have 
not hesitated to undertake programmes and to make plans of a boldness which enthralls us.

 I hope, Mr. ambassador, that you will find in your work with the Community much evidence of 
good will to help you attain the objectives being pursued by your country.

 I hope, too, that the information you bring us will lead us to an oven better understanding of 
the problems facing your coun try. I need not repeat here that the European Community is in no way 
an entity which intends to live in and for itself. By its nature it must seek the answer to problems of 
development in expansion - expansion of trade, which should make it possible to earn the money 
needed to pay for imports with which to equip the developing countries; expansion of the finance 
available to enterprises in these countries which welcome European capital; expansion of the 
technical assistance which must supply the human basis for economic development.

 This, Mr. ambassador, is obviously a vast task, and its difficulties must not be minimised. 
Mutual understanding is necessary between those in your country and those over here who are 
responsible for seeing that this task is brought to a successful conclusion. I know how familiar you 
are with the Community and with the way it works, and I am happy to find in you a partner with 
whom the Community will be able to embark on fruitful co-operation.

 Mr. ambassador, I extend to you a cordial welcome among us here, and I wish you every 
success in carrying out your important and noble mission.

I/1985/62-F
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Ambassador T. SWaMINaTHaN presenting his Credentials to  
Mr. WalTEr HallSTEIN, president of the Commission of the European 
Economic Community, in the presence of Mr. JEaN rEY, Member of the 
Commission of the EEC in charge of External relations

December 21, 1966

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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Ambassador BHagvaT PraSaD raoJIBHaI PaTEl presenting his 
Credentials to Mr. JEaN rEY, President of the Commission of the 
European Economic Community

June 26, 1970

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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Ambassador krISHEN BEHarI lall presenting his Credentials 
to Mr. FraNçoIS-XavIEr orTolI, President of the 
Commission of the European Economic Community

June 13, 1973

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission

Ambassador PraSaNNBHaI karUNaSHaNkar DavE 
presenting his Credentials to Mr. roY JENkINS,  
President of the Commission of the European Community

october 21, 1977

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European 
Commission
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Ambassador SUrJIT SINgH PUrI 
presenting his Credentials to 
Mr. gaSToN THorN, President 
of the Commission of the European 
Community

September 11, 1981

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of 
the European Commission

Ambassador ErIC goNSalvES presenting his Credentials to  
Mr. gaSToN THorN, President of the Commission of the 
European Community 

September 21, 1982

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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Ambassador NarENDrakUMar P. JaIN 
presenting his Credentials to  
Mr. JaCQUES DElorS, President of the 
Commission of the European Community

January 5, 1987

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the 
European Commission

Ambassador g. raMakrISHNa 
presenting his Credentials 
to Mr. JaCQUES DElorS, 
President of the Commission of 
the European Community

July 24, 1989

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives 
of the European Commission
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Ambassador  
arJUN SENgUPTa 

presenting his Credentials 
to  Mr. JaCQUES DElorS, 
President of the Commission 
of the European Community

September 3, 1990

Courtesy: Audio-visual 
Archives of the European 

Commission

Ambassador aMarNaTH raM presenting his Credentials to  
Mr. JaCQUES DElorS, President of the Commission of the  
European Community

February 21, 1994

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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Ambassador CHaNDraSHEkHar DaSgUPTa 
presenting his Credentials to Mr. JaCQUES SaNTEr, 
President of the European Commission

July 9, 1996 

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European 
Commission
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Ambassador PraDEEP kUMar SINgH presenting 
his Credentials to Mr. roMaNo ProDI, President 
of the European Commission

october 26, 2000

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European 
Commission
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Ambassador raJENDra MaDHUkar aBHYaNkar presenting his Credentials to 
Mr. roMaNo ProDI, President of the European Commission

September 29, 2004

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission

SHrI raJENDra MaDHUkar aBHYaNkar, presenting his credentials 
to Mr. aTzo NIColaII, Dutch Minister for European Affairs and 
President-in-office of the European Council

September 15, 2004

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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Ambassador DIPak CHaTTErJEE, presenting his Credentials to Mr. 
JoSé MaNUEl BarroSo, President of the European Commission

September 22, 2005

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission


Mr. IaN PEarSoN, uK Minister for Trade and Investment, and President-in-office 
of the European Council welcomes Ambassador SHrI DIPak CHaTTErJEE on the 
occasion of the presentation of his Credentials

November 22, 2005

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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Ambassador JaIMINI BHagWaTI presenting his Credentials to  
Mr. JoSé MaNUEl BarroSo, President of the European Commission

october 20, 2008

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission

Ambassador JaIMINI BHagWaTI presenting his Credentials to 
Mr. JEaN-PIErrE JoUYET, French Minister of Foreign and 
European Affairs and President-in-office of the European Council

December 8, 2012

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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Ambassador DINkar kHUllar presenting his Credentials to  
Mr. JoSé MaNUEl BarroSo, President of the European Commission

october 22, 2012

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission

Presentation of Credentials of Ambassador DINkar kHUllar to  
Mr. HErMaN vaN roMPUY, President of the European Council 

october 22, 2012

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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Ambassador  
MaNJEEv SINgH PUrI 

presenting his Credentials 
to Mr. JoSé MaNUEl 

BarroSo, President of 
the European Commission

February 6, 2014

Courtesy: Audio-visual 
Archives of the European 

Commission

Presentation of credentials of Ambassador MaNJEEv SINgH PUrI to 
Mr. HErMaN vaN roMPUY, President of the European Council 

January 15, 2014

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission
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his Majesty kINg PHIlIPPE 
of the Belgians receiving the 
credentials from Ambassador 
MaNJEEv SINgH PUrI

February 13, 2014

his royal highness graND DUkE HENrI of Luxembourg with Ambassador 
MaNJEEv SINgH PUrI and MrS. NaMrITa PUrI while receiving the 
Ambassador’s credentials

June 18, 2014
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THE EUroPEaN UNIoN DElEgaTIoN To INDIa

Courtesy: Audio-visual Archives of the European Commission

The first head of the European union delegation in India was Ambassador MaNFrEDo MaCIoTI (1984-88). 

he was followed by Mr. roBErT HoUlISToN (1988-92), 

MS. FraNCINE HENrICH (1992-96), 

Mr. MICHaEl MCgEEvEr (1996-2000), 

Mr. FraNCISCo Da CâMara goMES (2003-07), 

MS. DaNIElE SMaDJa (2007-11). 

Ambassador João CravINHo is presently head of the Eu Delegation in Delhi. 



EUROPEAN UNION
i n  d e l h i
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Ambassador MaCIoTI visiting the Indian 
Embassy in Brussels, August 2014
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hon’ble President Dr. SHaNkar DaYal SHarMa receiving the 
credentials of Ambassador MICHaEl MCgEEvEr. Also in the 
picture is Chief of Protocol, SHrI M. vENkaTraMaN.

Courtesy: Mrs. Mair Mcgeever
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hon’ble President SHrI r. vENkaTraMaN receiving 
Ambassador FraNCINE HENrICH
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hon’ble President Dr. a.P.J. aBDUl kalaM receiving the 
credentials of Ambassador FraNSISCo Da CâMara goMES. 
Also in the picture is Secretary, MEA, SHrI raJIv SIkrI.

Courtesy: Ms. Cristina Martins Barreira
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honb’le President SMT. PraTIBHa PaTIl and Ambassador DaNIElE SMaDJa at the presentation of her 
Credentials, September 26, 2007. Also in the picture are SHrI NalIN SUrIE, Secretary, MEA, who had  
earlier served in Brussels, SHrI DINkar kHUllar, who later served as Ambassador in Brussels,  
and SHrI SUNIl lal, Chief of Protocol. 

From the European union side, to Ambassador SMaDJa’S left is her Deputy, Mr. alEXaNDroS SPaCHIS. 

Courtesy: Mr. Alexandros Spachis
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Ambassador João CravINHo presenting Credentials to honb’le President  
SMT. PraTIBHa PaTIl 

January 12, 2012. 

Also in the picture are SMT. rUCHI gHaNaSHYaM, Joint Secretary, MEA, who had earlier 
served in Brussels, and SMT. rUCHIra kHaMBoJ, Chief of Protocol. 

Courtesy: Delegation of the European union to India
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The European union flag also flies at the Missions of Eu member-states in Delhi. Belgian 
Ambassador JaN lUYkX and his wife, MrS. raka SINgH, at their Embassy in New Delhi.
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BRUSSElS
emBassY of india,
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Ambassador MaNJEEv SINgH PUrI 
and MrS. NaMrITa PUrI with members 
of the Embassy, 26 January 2014
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BRUSSElS
emBassY of india,
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The Embassy of India in Brussels 
moved from 111 Boulevard Michel 
to 62 avenue Franklin roosevelt, 
then to 485 avenue louise and  
121 avenue Molière.

after the government had 
purchased the property, the 
Embassy shifted to its present 
location, 217 Chaussée de vleurgat, 
in 1982.





The residence of the ambassador, BHaraT BHaWaN, was purchased by the 
government of India in 1956. 

It is located at 13 avenue des Erables/30 Dreve de lansrode in rhode Saint-genese.

BRUSSElS
emBassY of india,
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BRUSSElS
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Ambassador MaNJEEv SINgH PUrI 
and officers and staff of the Embassy of 
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DISCLAIMER
The Embassy of India, Brussels, does not assume responsibility for the accuracy and use of the information in this 
publication, which has been designed as part of the Embassy’s outreach efforts and will be available on the Embassy’s 
website. The photographs and text used in this publication are from various sources and reproduced in good faith. The 
publication is For Private Use only and Not for Sale. 
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Prime Minister SHRI AtAl BEHARI VAjPAYEE with Portuguese Prime Minister 
MR. ANtóNIO GUtERRES and President of European Commission  
DR. ROMANO PRODIIN lISBON at the 1st India-EU Summit.

June 28, 2000


